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There is something more wonde$l than gloss, than w l r o ~ s s . ~

"Was Blind But Now I See": The headline sang from a special issue
of Newsweek magazine devoted to "The Next Frontiers" in medicine and
technology (June 24, 2002). This article specifically announces the
development of neural prosthesis to remediate blindness, deafness, and
voice and balance loss. But its echo of the genre of the "miracle story"
feels uncomfortably familiar to many disabled persons. The story unfolds
like this: Position a disabled body as. evincing
. .a humanitarian need;
resolve the riddle of suffering, which appears to imprison the disabled
body; and all will be able to enter the promised land of perfection. To be
sure, most faith healing accounts have an additional stock characternamely, the Holy Spirit, which has frequently been construed as that
power which cures disabled bodies. Yet Spirit is not restricted to religious
appeals: "[Tlhe 'hardest' science is about the realm ...of pure spirit,"'
historian of science Donna Haraway observes. So we might well wonder
whether the remarkable transcendence accruing even to the scientific
ledger implicates the transcendent potency of the Holy Spirit of
'MaryOliver, 'Whelks," Nnu and SclccUd P o r n (Boston: Beacon Press, 1992), 30-31.
'DonnaJeanne Haraway, Simians, Qborgs, and Women: Tlu Reinvention of Naturc (New
York: Routledge, 1991), 153.
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80 Postcolonial Theologies
The historian Michel Foucault (an important source for postcolonial
theory) suggested that late modernity in its healing ventures was
attempting to materialize something like "the original state of health."'
Foucault's ironic quip challenges a culturally operative picture of health
, that assumes that, either in the past or in the proximate future, an Edenic
"zero" point-a state of human wholeness, absent disease and genetic
mutation-can be identified, even now achieved. Further, Foucault
tracked the rise of modern medicine to a certaln materialist assumption:
Medicine would be "a lay carbon copy" of the Church, assuming thereby
a parallel "spiritual v~cation."~
Because historians of science such as Haraway and theorists such as
Foucault trace this imaginary of modern (Western) science to Christianity
and its generative assumptions about [Slpirit, we must-thenask whether
the reproductive capabil~ty of biotechnopower resembles a certain
iedemptive Christ& imaginary in which Spirit redeems _
bodies
..
__- into ---a
"nature enterprised upn-a nature in which there isno sufferi_ng,no toil,no death, and certainly, then, no di~ability.~
Biotechnoloa migh-t
represent the latest secularization of certain Christian hopes for a .
transformation of nature. At the same time, it supports-not just in its
actual effects, but in ~ t sculturally purported capacity to materialize the
incredible-the emergence of the ideal self of the market economy. Its
stories of miraculous healings dare all humans to "wake to the dream of
human perfection," as Dr. James D. Watson puts it.6 This dream, this
Western vision of the perfect, the whole and wholesome body, should
worry Christian theology, which may then find a postcolonial analysis
unexpectedly useful. Theology, this essay argues, needs to consider the
way in which secularized forms of the miracle story and its evocation of
wholeness-this picture of health-play into the hands of late capitalist A d
neocolonial conditions.' Given the shared impetus of biotechnology-gd
-3MichelFoucault, The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of Medical Perception (New York:
Vintage Books, 1994),31-32.
'Ibid., 32.
"Marilyn Strathem in Donna Jeanne Haraway, ModestWitness@Second-Millennium:
FemaleMano-Meek-OncoMouseTM:
Feminism and Echnoscience (New York: Routledge, 1997),
102.
"Watson is one of the founding fathers of modem genetics. See Z7ze Globe b Mail,
Toronto, 26 October 2002, Al.
'My critique pertains to the Western cultural invocation of wholeness set within
contemporary philosophical idealism-or what might also be called "cultural Platonism." In
this cultural schema, wholeness is imagined as an idealized, intact, and bounded form.
Anthropologically speaking, this view of human wholeness can be traced to the model
"man of reason" informing modern science and colonialism. Lacan suggested that,
\psychoanalytically considered, such a view of "wholeness" results from a cultural fixation
:on "the mirror stage": As a toddler attaches to herlhis mirror image as "the true real" (rather
than the heterogeneous fluxes and flows of the body), so a whole culture identifies the self
with ego-image. That disability still theologically appears as but a dimension of pastoral
care concerns might suggest that theological invocations to wholeness-for example, in
liturgical and spiritual practices-can easily become conflated with this predominant cultural
ethos. This idealist appeal to wholeness should be distinguished from the organismic holism
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capitalism, I would suggest that at the heart of market economy lies a
"globany mediarted idealismn-a state in which the ideal becomes
normative and therefore "normal." Bringng postcolonial theory into
conjunction with disability studies may help us formu~ate~~theological
intuitions for living amidst the colonizing vectors of globalizing
capitalism in such a way as to disrupt them.
Certain bodies have been socially construed as lacking full
humanity-thus, as less than "whole." In modernity, these were the
L'degenerate types." The "degenerate" is an early modern conflation of
what we today distinguish as disability, race, and gender. The notion of
degeneracy operates in tandem with modem scientific anthropology,
complementing its ideal of the autonomous self-made, self-mastering
individual. Race and gender, which were earlier considered degenerate
conditions, have been raised as primary analytic vectors for decolonizing
and then postcolonial theory, extending from Frantz Fanon's Black Skin,
White Masks through Anne McClintock's Imperial Leather. Yet-modernity's
overarching trajectory of degeneracy has not itself been analytically
deconstructed, despite these recuperated subjective locations. Following
theorists Wendy Brown and Lennard Davis," would suggest that this
leaves in place a subjective ideqism, even within race and gender
identities, which is epitomized by the marginalization of disabled
persons.
I am suggesting that debility has served as a heretofore unstudied
vector of imperialism. If this is so, then we understand why both disabled
persons and colonial subjects have been jointly marked as the territory of
mission and objects of social pity. So marked, disablement has been read
as necessitating (humane) intervention. Consequently, sociologist
Sherene Razack follows upon postcolonial theorist Gayatri Spivak's
critique of "the politics of [colonial] rescue" or, vanously, "the politics of
saving" to challenge from the viewpoint of disabilities studies the modern
mentality of fixing or c ~ r i n g Neither
.~
critique has yet been taken up
within theologies concerned with social justice. Such theologies will thus
find important clues to the "postcolonial" within this emerging disability
ducourse.
Further, the territory or "space of degeneracy" has generally been
socially patrolled by what the psychoanalytic theorist of decolonization
Frantz Fanon identified-for a different context-as "the gaze" and that
which disability studies refers to as "+_stare." Psychosocially, this
colonizing of bodies manifests itself in terms of what Fanon called
LLe~idermalizatio>~"~o
Caught in the L i e , the colonized or "disabled"
boa?-thoroughly objectified and physicalized-"takes place at the skin,"
'Lennard J. Dav~s,Bendtng over Backwar&: Daabtlity, Dismodemism, and other D@cult
Posrtrons, Cultural Front (New York: New York Univers~tyPress, 2002).
"Sherene Razack, Looklng Whtte Peoph In the Eye. Gender, Race, and Culture tn
Courtroom and Classroom (Toronto Unlvers~tyof Toronto Press, 1998).
''Frantz Fanon, Z7ze Wretched of the Earth (New York. Grove Ress, 1968).

